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Abstract—Real-time recognition of locomotion-related activities is a fundamental skill that a controller of lower-limb wearable
robots should possess. Subject-specific training and reliance on
electromyographic interfaces are the main limitations of existing
approaches. This study presents a novel methodology for realtime locomotion mode recognition of locomotion-related activities
in lower-limb wearable robotics. A hybrid classifier can distinguish among seven locomotion-related activities. First, a timebased approach classifies between static and dynamical states
based on gait kinematics data. Second, an event-based fuzzy logic
method triggered by foot pressure sensors operates in a subjectindependent fashion on a minimal set of relevant biomechanical
features to classify among dynamical modes. The locomotion
mode recognition algorithm is implemented on the controller of
a portable powered orthosis for hip assistance. An experimental
protocol is designed to evaluate the controller performance in
an out-of-lab scenario without the need for a subject-specific
training. Experiments are conducted on six healthy volunteers
performing locomotion-related activities at slow, normal, and
fast speeds under the zero-torque and assistive mode of the
orthosis. The overall accuracy rate of the controller is 99.4% over
more than 10,000 steps, including seamless transitions between
different modes. The experimental results show a successful
subject-independent performance of the controller for wearable
robots assisting locomotion-related activities.
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I. Introduction

P

RESERVING the mobility of lower-limb impaired individuals is a challenging emergency for sustaining the
global welfare of our aging society [1]. In this framework,
lower-limb assistive wearable robots are a newborn class of
technologies intended to promote the recovery and improvement of the locomotor functionality [2], [3]. Given its close
cooperation with the human user, by nature adaptive and
inherently exhibiting inter- and intra-subject variabilities, a
lower limb wearable robot should possess cognitive skills in its
control framework [2], [3]. In order to be effective in dailylife activities, a skilled controller should be able to on-line
(i) decode the intended movement of the user (e.g., walking,
climbing stairs, sitting, or standing up) and (ii) estimate the
phase of the intrinsically cyclical locomotion-related tasks
adapting to the minor changes caused by intra-cycle variability
[4].
Several studies proposed different approaches for the on-line
recognition of locomotion-related activities. Recent reviews
[4], [5] presented a detailed overview of the sensory networks
constituting a human robot interface and of the methods of
task recognition. As regards active prostheses, the interfaces
for intention decoding based on surface electromyography
(sEMG) were the most common [6]–[8]. Sensing based on
sEMG was then coupled with the measurements acquired from
mechanical sensors such as angular sensors, inertial measurement units (IMUs), or load cells, to embed sensory systems
devoted to intention decoding in the prosthetic segments of
the mechatronic device itself [9]–[11]. The success rate using
sEMG-based interfaces can increase from 93% [7] up to
97.7% [10] and 98.9% [11] when the sEMG and mechanical
sensors are combined. The accuracy rate superior to 99%
can be achieved with EMG-based interfaces fostering targeted
muscle reinnervation [12]. Nevertheless, the robustness of
EMG sensing is prone to fade in prolonged use because
of skin temperature variations, sweating, and relative movements between the skin and electrodes. Therefore, alternative
approaches have more recently abandoned sEMG electrodes
preferring networks of mechanical sensors to minimize the
invasiveness of the interface and increase its dependability
[13]–[16].
The success rate of decoding methods depends not only
on the sensory system constituting the interface, but also
on the techniques used for classification. For studies based
on mechanical sensing, simple threshold-based finite state
machine controllers provided an accuracy rate not higher than
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97% [13], [14]. The success rate improved up to 98.8%
when processing (e.g., using fuzzy logic-based classifiers) [15]
or linear discriminant analysis [16] techniques are applied.
A subject-specific training is often unavoidable for these
approaches, and large training pools of data are needed to
properly define the transitioning rules.
Several algorithms for the locomotion mode recognition
(LMR) were also developed for powered lower-limb exoskeletons [17]. As regards assisting ground-level walking, variable
stiffness actuation is a common adopted strategy for adapting
the stiffness of actuated joints depending on the walking terrain
[18]–[20]. A successful approach for the LMR of patients with
no residual neuromuscular peripheral activities (e.g., patients
with spinal cord injury) is represented by brain machine
interfaces (BMIs) for triggering gait initiation and termination
and steady walking tasks [21]–[23]. Nevertheless, the BMI
complexity limits their application in daily-life ambulation.
Therefore, commercial lower-limb orthoses for patients with
spinal cord injury are often controlled monitoring mechanical
feature of the human-exoskeleton system, such as the tilting of
the trunk [24], [25]. The most advanced approach for the LMR
with lower-limb active orthoses is presented in a recent study
[26], to identify locomotion-related activities of daily living
in healthy or mildly impaired people with residual movement
capabilities. The algorithm is based on a fuzzy-logic classifier
operating on signals acquired from the onboard mechanical
sensors (hip joint potentiometers) and an IMU (for foot contact
detection) integrated in the backpack of a fully portable hip
exoskeleton. The LMR is performed with an overall accuracy
rate of 97.4%. Despite the high accuracy rate, the classifier
was tested only for self-selected cadence and under the zerotorque mode of the orthosis. The kinematics alteration induced
by the user’s walking pace or the robot assistive actions were
misregarded in the current state of the art.
This study aims to design a control architecture for seamlessly detecting locomotion-related activities of daily living in
real-time, with the goal of overcoming existing limitations.
The controller is implemented on a fully autonomous active
pelvis orthosis (APO) and can distinguish between seven main
locomotion-related activities of daily living (i.e., ground-level
walking, stair ascending, stair descending, sitting, standing,
sit-to-stand, and stand-to-sit). Sensory information is acquired
from onboard hip joint encoders and plantar pressure sensitive
insoles worn by the user and communicating wirelessly with
the cognitive unit of the APO. A hybrid approach is chosen.
This approach is a simple time-based decoding process responsible of distinguishing between static and dynamic tasks
relying only on the hip joint kinematics. An event-based approach is used to classify among dynamic modes (i.e., walking,
stair ascending, and descending). The task classification is
computed at a certain event of the gait cycle, i.e. the foot
strike. Instead of avoiding the use of additional sensors, we
exploit a remarkable gait feature that can be acquired using
plantar pressure sensors, i.e., center of pressure (CoP). At each
foot strike, the features extracted for classification, namely the
hip joint angles and the CoP position, are clearly different
among tasks. Three membership regions in the space described
by the extracted features are used to classify the tasks in a

subject-independent fashion every time the foot strike event is
detected. An experimental protocol is designed to assess the
feasibility and validate the effectiveness of the proposed LMR
approach in an out-of-lab scenario. Furthermore, its robustness
is validated in a human in-the-loop application (i.e., when
assistive mechanical power is transferred from the robot to
the user on top of the LMR process).
The proposed LMR method is reported in Section II along
with the mechatronic overview on the APO and the experimental protocol. The experimental results are shown in Section III
and discussed in Section IV. The conclusions are drawn in
Section V.
II. Locomotion mode recognition algorithm
The LMR algorithm and its integration in the control
architecture of the APO are described in this section. The
experimental activities performed to validate the proposed
LMR method are then reported.
A. Locomotion mode recognition
The LMR algorithm is an advancement of the method
presented in our previous works [30], [31]. Hereafter, its
theoretical formulation and working principle are described.
The LMR algorithm can identify seven main locomotion
modes of daily life activities, namely, standing still (standing),
sitting (sitting), sit-to-stand, stand-to-sit, ground-level walking
(GLW), ascending stairs (AS), and descending stairs (DS). The
seven locomotion modes are first divided into three classes
as follows: static, transient, and dynamical. The static modes
include sitting and standing. The transient modes include
the transitions between sitting and standing (i.e., sit-to-stand
and stand-to-sit). The dynamical modes include GLW, AS,
and DS. For the static modes, the transition between sitting
and standing is bidirectional and can be achieved through
the states sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit respectively. For the
dynamical modes, the transition between GLW and AS/DS
is bidirectional, while that between AS and DS is prohibited.
The transition between the static and dynamical modes can
only be achieved by passing from the standing state to each
dynamical mode, and vice versa (Fig. 1).
1) Static and transient mode recognition: Note that during the static modes, the two legs move together. During
dynamical modes, instead, the two legs move in counterphase. A time-based approach was selected to differentiate the
dynamical modes from the static ones, operating on the right
and left hip joint trajectories as follows: the relative angle θLR
between the left hip angle θL and the right hip angle θR was
first computed:
θLR = |θL − θR |

(1)

The θLR values during a period of ∆t1 were then buffered.
The static mode was determined if the buffered values were
smaller than the threshold value θT static ; otherwise, the mode
was determined to be a dynamical one. In static modes,
θLR = 0 deg. ∆t1 should be long enough to neglect a wrong
classification during those phases of dynamical modes in
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Fig. 1. Schematic block diagram of the control architecture. Kinematic and kinetic variables are collected from the sensory apparatus and given as input
to the LMR block. The LMR block first classifies static and dynamic modes, then identifies the specific mode. In parallel, the gait-phase estimation block
provides an estimate of the cyclical phase of the dynamical modes. The decoded activity is responsible of generating the assistive torque reference.

which the hip angles were similar (i.e., the transition accuracy
would be lowered by small values), still preserving a fast
computation, otherwise delayed by higher values. In this work,
∆t1 and θT static were chosen on a statistical basis as 200 ms
and 10 deg, respectively. Within the static modes, the transition
within the transients sit-to-stand/stand-to-sit was managed with
a simple threshold mechanism. The hip joint angle during
sitting was approximately 90 deg, whereas that during standing
was approximately 0 deg. The threshold values θS tanding and
θS itting were responsible for the state transitions and set as 80
deg and 20 deg, respectively. They were applied on the mean
value between the right and left limbs as θS itting < (θL +θR )/2 <
θS tanding and represented the onset of a transition. The jumps
in the transient states were reversible, which meant that the
state machine was allowed to enter and exit from the state
without necessarily moving in the succeeding one whenever
the person tries to stand up/sit down without completing the
motion.
2) Dynamical modes: The transition between different dynamical modes (i.e., GLW, AS, and DS) relied on an eventbased approach. The event was selected as the foot-strike (i.e.,
when the foot initially strikes the ground) and detected by
the sensorized insoles with a threshold-based method imposed
on the vertical ground reaction force (vGRF). The foot strike
was chosen for two main reasons: 1) it can easily be detected
using sensorized shoes and 2) its detection was used to sample
three gait features that behaved differently depending on the
locomotion task (Fig. 2), thereby being effective in performing
a subject-independent classification. Two variables related to
locomotion tasks were used to acquire the gait features, namely
the hip joint angles measured by the onboard encoders of the
APO and the CoP measured using the instrumented sensorized
shoes. The first feature was defined as the hip angle of the
proceeding limb at the foot strike (θ f sk and named as ∧1 ).
Taking θ f sk in GLW as a reference value, this angle increased
in AS because the hip flexion to lift and place the foot
was higher. It decreased during DS because the stair length
limited the flexion range of the hip joint. The second feature

was defined as the CoP of the proceeding limb at the footstrike (CoP f sk , which is also called ∧2 ). During GLW, the
heel usually strikes the ground before the toe, and the CoP
moves forward from the rear foot to the forefoot. Hence, the
CoP f sk was at the rear foot. For the locomotion on stairs, in
addition to the foot inclination, the CoP was also influenced
by the stair length, which limited the foot placement. As a
result, the foot usually strikes the ground with the middle
and fore parts. The third feature, namely the contralateral hip
joint angle at the foot strike of the proceeding limb (θCL
f sk ),
was included in the classification process to improve the
reliability of the algorithm and its robustness to inter-subject
variability. In GLW, θCL
f sk indeed assumed negative values, with
the hip angle being in the extended configuration. The feature
during AS and DS was positive, with the contralateral leg
not being completely extended. A non-linear transformation
around 0 deg was applied to enhance the difference among
the feature in different modes and emphasize the distinction
between the positive and negative values (i.e., the arctangent
CL
transformation arctan(θCL
f sk )). As a result, arctan(θ f sk ), also
named as ∧3 , was selected as the third feature. Three regions
corresponding to the three dynamical modes were identified in
a 3D space described by the extracted features. A fuzzy logic
recognition method was proposed to classify the dynamical
modes. Each region was described by a linear combination
of three membership functions (one for each feature). The
membership function computed the membership value for
the event-based feature to belong to the target mode. The
membership was defined in the range (0 1], 1 being the
maximum membership to belong to that mode.
The proper set of subject-independent membership functions was identified by performing a preliminary offline analysis on the data collected during dynamical modes in a controlled environment for a secure data collection. 50 strides in
GLW, AS, and DS were collected from six subjects (different
from the participants to the experimental activity of this work)
to estimate the mean value µm,∧ and the standard deviation
σm,∧ for a set of generalized membership functions gener-
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The membership functions of the second CoP f sk and third
arctan(θCL
f sk ) features were designed in a similar manner. Fig.
2a shows that the three membership regions in the 3D space
generated three ellipsoids, whose centers were in the coordinates of the mean value µm,Λ for the features Λ of the mode m,
and their radii in the three dimensions corresponded to 3·σm,Λ
for the features Λ of the mode m. The membership grade was
a function of the proximity to the center of each ellispoid
following a Gaussian distribution dependency. The algorithm
calculated the membership grade for all features to belong to
the mode m. The total membership of a specific mode F(m)
was defined as the sum of the three membership grades:
F(m) =

3
X

f (m, ∧i )

(5)

i=1

Fig. 2. (a) 3D plot of the generalized membership functions f (m, Λ) of
the three features Λ. Each ellipsoid represents the membership region of a
specific dynamic mode m in the space of coordinates Λ. (b) Schematic table
reporting values for µm,Λ and σm,Λ . Each column reports a feature Λ, while
each line reports a mode m.

whit m
=
(GLW AS DS )T , and ∧
=
CL
(θ f sk , CoP f sk , arctan(θ f sk )).
Lastly, the target mode Mtarget was determined as the one
with the maximal membership:
Mtarget = arg max(F(m))
mi

ated for the real-time LMR of the dynamical modes. Fig.2
shows an overview of the membership functions generated
from the offline data sets. The membership functions of the
feature values for each task were approximated as a Gaussian
distribution N(µ, σ2 ), where µ and σ are the mean value and
the standard deviation, respectively. Fig. 2b presents the values
of µm,∧ and σm,∧ for different memberships. Given the vector
m = (GLW AS DS )T , the membership function of GLW for
the first feature ∧1 was designed as follows:
f (m1 , ∧1 ) = k1 N(µm1 ,∧1 , σ2m1 ,∧1 )

(2)

where µm1 ,∧1 and σm1 ,∧1 are the mean value and the standard
deviation of θ f sk during GLW, respectively. k1 is the scaling
factor that normalizes the maximal value of N(µm1 ,∧1 , σ2m1 ,∧1 ) to
be 1. Scaling the Gaussian distributions allowed to assign the
same weight to the membership functions of different features
independently on their inherent variability. The feature values
during AS/DS also had similar distributions, and as described
before, the mean feature value during DS µm3 ,∧1 was smaller
than µm1 ,∧1 . During AS, µm2 ,∧1 was larger than µm1 ,∧1 . Note
that the mode with the feature value ∧1 greater than µm2 ,∧1
was most likely to be AS. Hence, the membership function of
the AS was designed as:
f (µm2 ,∧1 ) =




k2 N(µm2 ,∧1 , σ2m2 ,∧1 ), θ f sk < µm2 ,∧1


1,
θ f sk > µm2 ,∧1

(3)

Similarly, the mode with the feature value ∧1 lower than
µm3 ,∧1 was most likely to be DS. Its membership function was
designed as follows:
f (µm3 ,∧1 ) =




θ f sk < µm3 ,∧1
1,


k3 N(µm3 ,∧1 , σ2m ,∧ ), θ f sk > µm3 ,∧1
3 1

(4)

(6)

B. Wearable robotics platform
The APO, on which the LMR algorithm was implemented,
was an advanced prototype of the laboratory tethered platform
presented in [27]. The APO, with a CAD model given as a detail of Fig. 4, was a battery-operated orthosis for assisting hip
flexion–extension movements. Its mechanical structure comprised a main carbon fiber plate connecting the exoskeleton to
an orthopedic cuff enveloping the users trunk. Two carbon fiber
lateral extensible arms were endowed with three degrees-offreedom (DoFs) collocated with their anatomical counterpart
(i.e., a passive hip adduction–abduction DoF, a passive hip
internal–external rotation DoF and an active hip flexion–
extension DoF). The actuation units (one for each lateral arm)
were based on the series elastic actuation (SEA) architecture
[28]. Each SEA had a single-axis configuration composed of a
motor-reduction stage connected to a torsional spring, whose
deformation was directly measured by an absolute encoder. A
second encoder placed on the hip axis measured the hip angle.
By means of the DiZic modules integrated in the device, the
APO was capable of wirelessly communicating with a pair of
shoes instrumented with sensitive insoles via a IEEE 802.15.4
ZigBee communication protocol. The sensitive insoles were
composed of a matrix of 64 optoelectronic sensors recording
vGRF and the longitudinal position of the CoP [29]. The
instrumented shoes were reported as a detail of Fig. 4.
The control architecture of the APO consisted of a hierarchical structure constituted by two layers, namely a lowlevel closed-loop torque control layer and a high-level layer.
Low-level closed-loop torque controllers independent for each
actuation unit relied on a 2pole–2zero compensator controlling
the hip joint output torque. The high-level layer was run at
100 Hz on a real-time controller sbRIO-9632 (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, US), endowed with a FPGA processor
implementing the low-level layer at 1 kHz.
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Fig. 3. Assistive profiles delivered by the APO during locomotion-related
activities in dynamical modes. Data were collected from correctly identified
stride within each mode from all the subjects under the AM utilization. The
data were then segmented and re-sampled over the percentage of the gait cycle
starting from the foot strike.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup. The person wearing the APO and the sensitive
instrumented shoes was requested to perform sitting, standing, GLW, AS, and
DS.

C. Assistive strategy

D. Experimental protocol

An assistive strategy for providing adaptive assistance to
the participant while performing locomotion-related activities
was developed to validate the proposed classifier under the
human-in-the-loop application. The evaluation of the effect of
the assistive strategy was beyond the goal of this study. The
APO was controlled under zero-torque or transparent mode
(TM) when it was not requested to deliver an assistive torque
reference (i.e., the desired torque reference was set to 0 Nm).
In the assistive mode (AM), the high-level control layer was
designed to provide the user of the APO with a phase-locked
assistive torque coherently with the decoded locomotion task.
The reader can refer to Fig. 1 for a schematic overview of the
adaptive high-level control architecture.
The assistive torque profile for the transient modes was
smoothly mapped over the hip joint angles, its maximum
amplitude centered in the mean position between the two
thresholds, θS tanding and θS itting , defining the 0-100 % of the
sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit tasks. The amplitude depended on
a scaling factor selected for each subject as the 10% of his/her
bodyweight. No torque was provided when the subject was in
the sitting or standing state.
During the dynamical modes, the APO delivered a phaselocked torque reference depending on the cyclical phase,
which inherently described the dynamical locomotion-related
activities. An adaptive gait-phase estimator based on adaptive
oscillators presented in [32] was a suitable tool for this
purpose. Only dynamical modes were periodic. Hence, their
detection enabled the gait-phase estimation. The torque vs.
phase profile was obtained by averaging the nominal torques
measured at the hip level during the locomotion-related activities reported in the biomechanics scientific literature [33]–[36].
Fig. 3 provides an example of τdes,m (ϕ). The same assistive
profile was delivered for each subject to have a repeatable
disturbance related to the gait-phase of the ambulatory task,
independent from the person. Only the intensity was varied
among the participants, with values scaled as 10% of the
bodyweight of each subject.

Six healthy subjects (five males and one female) (average
height: 1.74±0.07 m; averaged weight: 73.7±10.8 kg) volunteered to participate in the experimental activities. The experiments were performed at the premises of Fondazione Don
Carlo Gnocchi (Florence, Italy). A track was defined, including
all the investigated locomotion modes and the possible transitions between them. The controller demonstrated capabilities
of managing the transitions between the static and dynamical
modes (e.g., those from standing to AS or DS and vice-versa
in our previous works) with 100% success rate [30], [31].
Hence, the track designed for this activity was not inclusive
of those transitions. The track consisted of the sequence of
the following actions: sitting, sit-to-stand, standing, GLW, AS,
GLW, AS, GLW, DS, GLW, DS, GLW, standing, stand-to-sit,
and sitting. The sequence of the listed tasks for each track
repetition was performed seamlessly transiting between each
consecutive mode to include the transitions between different
tasks in the investigation. The subjects wore the APO and the
sensorized shoes during the whole experiment. Fig. 4 shows
an overview of the experimental protocol with a participant
wearing the APO and instrumented shoes and performing
different locomotion-related activities. Each subject underwent
four sessions: (i) they performed the track under TM utilization
of the APO at a self-selected pace; (ii) they performed the
track under TM utilization at a fast cadence to validate the
LMR robustness against an increase of the walking cadence;
(iii) for the LMR robustness against a decrease in walking
cadence, they performed the track under TM utilization at
slow cadence; and (iv) performed the track under AM utilization at a self-selected pace to assess the robustness to the
disturbances induced by the mechanical assistive action of the
robot. The track was repeated three times during each session.
Participants were asked to keep the selected cadences constant
during the execution of each track. The cadences were assessed
by measuring the walking speed and the step length using an
Optogait system (Microgate, Bolzano, Italy) placed in a 10 m
length at the beginning and end of the track in the GLW path.
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Fig. 6. Detail of the kinematic analysis for Subject#4 performing AS. The
hip joint angle and the CoP are reported with the windows of the membership
function f( m, Λ1 ) (on the left) and f( m, Λ2 ) (on the right). The collected
variables from the left and right limbs in the AS task are segmented at the foot
strike and re-sampled as a percentage of the stride cycle. f( m2 , Λ) windows
are reported as rectangles with height µm,Λ ± σm,Λ and width equal to the
standard deviation of the instant of occurrence of the foot strike. Only the
f( m2 , Λ) is filled (red rectangle). The GLW (blue) and DS (green) are empty.

Fig. 5. Kinematic analysis of the variables used for the LMR. Each line
reports a feature Λ, while each column reports a mode m. In each graph,
the three windows represent the membership function f( m, Λ). The collected
variables (i.e., the hip joint angle and the CoP of the right and left limbs from
all the subjects walking under all the conditions) are segmented at the foot
strike and re-sampled over the interval 0-100% of the stride cycle contoured
by the interval between the 25th and 75th percentiles. f( m, Λ) windows are
reported as rectangles with a height equal to µm,Λ ± σm,Λ and a width equal
to the standard deviation of the instant of occurrence of the foot strike. For
each column, only the corresponding f( m, Λ) is filled (blue for GLW, red for
AS, and green for DS).

E. Data analysis
The collected speeds, cadences, and step lengths were analyzed for all the participants to prove differences between the
trials performed at different cadences. The collected variables
from the APO (i.e., the right and left hip joint angles and the
right and the left CoP) were segmented for each stride and resampled over the percentage of the gait cycle starting from the
foot strike. The LMR performance was evaluated in terms of
the accuracy rate (i.e., the number of successful recognition
over the total number of strides). The analysis was done at
the level of each participant, in each trial of the experimental
protocol, and at global level considering the total number of
strides from all the participants and all conditions. Finally,
the delay in the recognition of a different task was computed
(i.e., amount of time elapsed between the initiation and the
detection of a new activity).
III. Experiments and results
This section presents the results obtained from the experimental activities.
A. Spatial-temporal and kinematic gait variables
The spatial-temporal gait variables were averaged for each
participant in the three repetitions of each different walking
condition. Consistently, each participant varied the walking
cadence reducing/increasing the step length together with an
increment/decrement of the cadence. The averaged values of
the spatial–temporal gait variables resulted in a step length
decrease of approximately 18.0% from 70.89±4.77 cm to

58.13±7.78 cm when the participants were asked to increase
their cadence and increased of 24.6% to 88.41±6.98 cm when
they were asked to reduce it. Longer steps resulted in a cadence
reduction of 10.4% from 96.74±3.58 steps/min to 86.64±0.13
steps/min, whereas shorter steps resulted in an increase of
10.9% of the cadence to 107.17±8.18 steps/min. The same
percentage, but with an inverted trend, was recognizable
for the walking speed (12.3% increase for longer steps and
8.8% decrement for shorter steps). The spatial–temporal gait
variables when walking under the AM were not altered with
respect to the zero-torque mode at the self-selected pace.
The kinematic variables were segmented offline and resampled over the stride percentage starting from the foot strike.
Fig. 5 shows the kinematic profiles of the hip joint angles
averaged for all subjects and conditions. On the same graphs,
the interval underlying the generalized membership functions
fm,∧ for each feature ∧ were rectangles centered in their mean
value µm,∧ on the y-axis with a height of µm,∧ ± σm,∧ and with
the mean value of the percentage of the stride cycle of the
foot strike occurrence on the x-axis. Fig. 5 illustrates that the
expected kinematic variables were not always consistent with
the membership functions, which preannounced the occurrence
of the wrong detection of the current mode. This is the case
for the three following conditions: (i) θ f sk during GLW in
an interval of 39.08±4.45 deg (33.9% higher compared to
µm1 ,∧1 ); (ii) arctan(θCL
f sk ) during DS in the interval 0.45±0.06
rad (69.0% lower than µm3 ,∧3 ); and (iii) CoP f sk of the AS in
the interval 75.87±30.63 mm (39.5% lower than µm2 ,∧2 ).
B. Recognition accuracy rate
The recognition accuracy rate within the dynamic modes
was defined as the number of accurately recognized steps over
the total number of steps accomplished during the dynamical
modes. Table I shows an overview of the experiments results.
1) Transparent mode at the self-selected speed: Each subject walked on average for 262±43 steps for each track. While
the number of steps in GLW changed for each subject with the
cadence selected on their preference, the number of steps on
the stairs was fixed and equal to 42, with the number of steps
always the same for all the subjects in one trial. The number of
seamless transitions between two different consecutive modes
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was eight for each track repetition. The accuracy rate under the
TM walking condition at the self-selected speed was 100% in
all the conditions, except for the two cases (i.e., Subject#1 with
one mistaken step in GLW and Subject#3 with one mistake
in DS). As a result, when considering the TM walking at the
self-selected speed for all the subjects, only two mistakes were
committed with an accuracy rate of 99.9% for GLW, 100%
on AS, and 99.8% on DS. Under this situation, the intersubject variability had a negligible effect, if any, on the LMR
performance.
2) Transparent mode at the fast and slow cadences: The
accuracy rate was slightly affected by the walking cadence. In
the case of the slow cadence, the accuracy rate decreased for
Subject#2 (five mistakes in GLW), Subject#4 (five mistakes in
AS), and Subject#6 (two mistakes in GLW, 1 in AS and 1 in
DS). The difference between the mistaken steps for the other
subjects was not greater than 1. In general, the accuracy rate
in GLW at a slow cadence was 99.4% over 1317 steps (eight
steps against 1 at the self-selected speed). In AS and DS, six
mistakes (98.8% accuracy rate) and one mistake (99.8%) were
counted. In the fast walking cadence, the number of wrong
interpretations for the GLW was nine with an accuracy rate
of 99.5%. The accuracy rate of the AS was also negatively
affected with a number of mistaken interpretations equal to 10
(98.0%). Only two mistakes were committed for DS (99.4%).
As a major consequence of a different kinematic, only the
results for AS were lowered with a corresponding reduction
of 1.9% accuracy rate.
3) Assistive mode at the self-selected speed: Under this
condition, the results were not altered for GLW and DS (two
mistakes in both modes) with a similar accuracy rate as for TM
at the self-selected speed. Errors did not occur for a kinematic
alteration of the hip joint angles induced by the mechanical
power transfer. The mode that was more significantly mistaken
was still the AS (13 mistakes for a corresponding accuracy

rate of 97.4%). For most of the subjects, the results were not
significantly affected (one mistake in DS for subjects #1 and
#3, one in GLW for Subject#5, and one in AS for Subject#6).
Subject#4 showed a critical decrease of the accuracy rate with
a total of one mistake in GLW, one in DS, and 12 for AS.
Consequently, under AM, the global accuracy rate was lowered
by 2.6%.
4) Global results: The accuracy rate for GLW on the total
count of steps was 99.7% for 6412 steps, resulting in the
misclassification of only 21 steps. The accuracy rate for the
DS mode was 99.6% over 2016 steps (i.e., only eight in
total). The worst case was the AS mode with an accuracy
rate of 98.6% over 2016 steps (i.e., 29 mistaken steps). The
main reason for a poor LMR accuracy rate was related to
a huge source of mistaken tasks in Subject#4. The subject
was the tallest (1.88 m), and the accuracy rate of AS was
very poor. The total number of mistaken steps in AS for
Subject#4 amounted to 27 steps (over a total of 29). The
accuracy rate for AS if Subject#4 was not included in the
analysis would have been 99.8%. The same happened in
GLW. Subject#4 has a total of 10 mistaken steps (over 21).
Excluding Subject#4 from the analysis, the accuracy rate for
GLW was 99.8%. Fig. 6 shows that the main sources of wrong
detection were provided by a lower θ f sk in AS compared to the
expected fm2 ,∧1 and attributable to a high CoP f sk that can be
confused with the fm2 ,∧2 . More importantly, the total number
of performed transitions between two consecutive dynamical
modes during the experimental activities was 96 for each
subject (576 in total) (i.e., almost 5.5% of the total number
of performed steps). None of the misclassification occurred
in the correspondence of a transition. Finally, considering the
total number of steps performed independently on the mode
(10444) and the total number of mistaken steps (58), the global
accuracy rate of the proposed LMR architecture was 99.4%.
The transitions between the static and dynamic modes and

TABLE I
Results of the LMR process.

Subject#1

Subject#2

Subject#3

Subject#4

Subject#5

Subject#6

All

GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS
GLW
AS
DS

Number
of steps
279
84
84
284
84
84
264
84
84
229
84
84
271
84
84
243
84
84
1570
504
504

TM
Accuracy
rate (%)
99.64
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
98.81
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.94
100.00
99.80

TM Slow
Number Accuracy
of steps
rate (%)
236
100.00
84
100.00
84
100.00
222
97.75
84
100.00
84
100.00
222
100.00
84
100.00
84
100.00
198
100.00
84
94.05
84
100.00
226
99.56
84
100.00
84
100.00
213
99.06
84
98.81
84
98.81
1317
99.39
504
98.81
504
99.80

TM Fast
Number
Accuracy
of steps
rate (%)
368
100.00
84
100.00
84
100.00
328
100.00
84
100.00
84
100.00
358
99.72
84
100.00
84
100.00
305
97.38
84
88.10
84
100.00
261
100.00
84
100.00
84
100.00
270
100.00
84
100.00
84
96.43
1890
99.52
504
98.02
504
99.40

Number
of steps
293
84
84
286
84
84
278
84
84
250
84
84
277
84
84
251
84
84
1635
504
504

AM
Accuracy
rate (%)
100.00
100.00
98.81
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
98.81
99.20
85.71
98.81
99.64
100.00
100.00
100.00
98.81
100.00
99.82
97.42
99.40

All Modes
Number
Accuracy
of steps
rate (%)
1176
99.91
336
100.00
336
99.70
1120
99.55
336
100.00
336
100.00
1122
99.91
336
100.00
336
99.40
982
98.98
336
91.96
336
99.70
1035
99.81
336
100.00
336
100.00
977
99.80
336
99.40
336
98.81
6412
99.67
2016
98.56
2016
99.60
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that between the sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit tasks (i.e., the
transient in between the standing and sitting conditions) were
always detected correctly for all the subjects, thereby resulting
in a 100% accuracy rate. The critical parameter in this sense
was the delay of the recognition reported in the following
subsection.
C. Recognition delay during transitions
The delay of the recognition process when transiting from
two different consecutive tasks is presented in this section.
In the case of a transition within the dynamical modes, the
delay was defined as the time elapsed from the beginning of
the execution of a certain task and the time of its detection.
Taking the instant of the initiation as the one in which the limb
approaching the new terrain starts the swing phase for reaching
the new mode, the results can be easily interpreted as number
of steps before the recognition, with the LMR output updated
at each foot strike. As a result, the delay between two modes
was always one step. The delay between two consecutive
modes in the static condition was defined as the ratio between
the time elapsed at the detection of the transition over the
total time window of accomplishment of that transition. The
variables collected from each subject were averaged and resampled over the percentage of accomplishment of the sitto-stand/stand-to-sit task. Fig. 7(a) shows a graph reporting
the transient execution. The average duration of the sit-tostand and stand-to-sit actions was 0.89±0.12 s and 1.02±0.16
s, respectively. The delay from the initiation of the sit-tostand/stand-to-sit task action and the detection of the task
execution was evaluated. The analysis was performed on the
whole data set without distinguishing between specific conditions. The results showed a delay of 36.2% in recognizing
the sit-to-stand task on its total execution time and 15.2% for
the stand-to-sit. The percentage of time effectively spent in the
transient window over the total time spent passing from sitting
to standing and vice-versa was also computed. The transient
of the sit-to-stand action occupied a window of 31.70% of the
task execution, while that of stand-to-sit action was as long as
50.40%. The time window during which the controller of the
APO was providing assistive action for aiding the transients
between the sitting and standing actions can be derived from
these data. Fig. 7(b) shows an example of the delivered torque
during transients. Finally, the analysis was performed for
the transitions between the static and dynamic modes. The
average delay that existed between the gait initiation and the
detection of the dynamical mode and the gait termination
and the detection of the static mode was computed. For the
first analysis, the delay was computed as the instant in which
the leading limb started moving and the instant in which the
limb was back in the same position (i.e., the time of the first
step). The result of this analysis showed a delay of 60.6% in
detecting the dynamic mode from the gait initiation over the
duration of the first step. The delay at the gait termination was
computed as the time between the last step of the contralateral
limb, ending the gait, and the instant of the detection of the
static mode. In line with the previous result, the delay in this
case was of 63.8%.

Fig. 7. (a) Transition within the transients in the static modes and from
the static modes to the dynamical modes. The black lines are the right and
left hip joint angles from Subject #3. The blue windows represent the static
modes, while the purple windows represent the transients. The gray windows
represent the dynamical modes. The gray dotted lines are placed in the instant
of the transition detection. (b) Assistive profile delivered during sit-to-stand
and stand-to-sit actions. The data are re-sampled over the percentage of the
task completion indicated by the two vertical dotted black lines. The gray line
shows the average angle profiles during the transient, while the purple line
denotes the delivered torque.

IV. Discussion
This contribution presented a novel approach for the LMR
of locomotion-related activities of daily living to provide
assistance to the user of an APO. The subject independency
of the kinematic and kinetic features extracted at the foot
strike event underlies the novelty of the proposed method. The
control architecture was validated in an experimental protocol
aimed at evaluating the performance of the LMR method and
proving robustness to: (i) anthropometries and inter-subject
variability, (ii) different walking cadences, and (iii) human-inthe-loop application.
A. Spatial-temporal gait variables
During the experimental activities, the kinematic data collected from the orthosis and from the plantar pressure sensitive
insoles were consistent with the gait biomechanics reported
in well-established literature of the gait biomechanics [36].
Despite the numerous walking conditions and wide subject
anthropometries, the gait features were not spread with high
variability, except from the CoP f sk during AS. In line with
previous kinematic studies, this result was a consequence of
the higher variability of the foot inclination at the foot contact
during AS [33], [34]. The spatial-temporal gait variables
showed consistent trends between the subjects when walking under different conditions (i.e., higher or lower cadence
compared to the self-selected one) [36].
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B. Performance of the LMR process
The experimental activities demonstrated the feasibility of a
subject-independent real-time controller for the classification
of seven locomotion-related activities relying on the mechanical wearable sensors. The classification was successful in
all the explored conditions in the out-of-lab scenario with a
global accuracy rate of 99.4%. This result was confirmed by
the fact that the classification capabilities were not affected
by the presence of the narrow curvatures of the performed
track. As expected, despite minor differences in the hip angle
kinematics, the foot strike detection is invariant of the gait
cycle, therefore negotiation of different cadences did not
affect the recognition performance. While the DS and GLW
modes showed a minimal decrease, the major consequence
of a different walking pace was given for AS. Nevertheless,
this behavior had to be linked to Subject#4 and to the high
variability of his CoP f sk . As a second main outcome of this
work, the feasibility of the human-in-the-loop application was
proven. The algorithm performance was not affected by the
mechanical disturbance introduced by the physical interface
of the robot, proving the usability of the LMR method in
assisted scenarios. The accuracy rate under AM lowered by
2.6%. More importantly, the errors under this condition did
not occur because of the biomechanical alteration of the
collected variables induced by the mechanical power transfer. The presented approach showed a performance that was
superior to the effective methods proposed in the literature
for active prosthetic devices [6]–[8], in which the accuracy
rate reached a maximum of 97.7% in [10]. The accuracy rate
proximal to 99% was reached by fusing mechanical sensing
with sEMG interfaces [11], [12]. Nevertheless, the sEMG
interfaces were prone to fade in a prolonged utilization because
of the variations of the skin condition, thereby lowering the
accuracy rate in long-term use. With respect to the methods
based only on mechanical sensing, our results were higher
than those from approaches employing threshold-based finitestate machines [14]. The kinematics inter-subject variability
can indeed affect the LMR performance, with thresholding
being inherently sensitive to minor variations of the recorded
kinematics. A work similar to ours was presented in the
literature for an active pelvis orthosis [26]. Our controller
demonstrated a higher performance. The averaged accuracy
rate in [26] was 97.4% (i.e., 2% lower than our global
accuracy rate of 99.4%). Moreover, it is worth noting that
in [26], the algorithm was not tested in a human-in-the-loop
application. This achievement underlies the use of wearable
plantar pressure insoles, as explained in the next subsections.

the sequence of extension and flexion torques landmarked with
the foot strike was consistent in all the three dynamic modes
and changed only in intensity and the timing expressed as
a percentage of the gait cycle. Despite being uncomfortable,
the perturbation did not represent a real risk of instability. In
line with what was stated in [37], the wrong detections of
the LMR can be considered critical only when the alteration
of mechanical work generated at the level of the actuated
joint differed over a certain tolerance range from the expected
one during the steady execution of a given mode. Thus, if
the variation is within an acceptable range, the error can be
considered uncritical for the overall acceptability. Accordingly,
none of the participants reported discomfort in the case of
an incorrect torque delivery. Envisaging a future application
of this integrated approach, the occurrence of misclassification can undermine the effectiveness of assisted locomotion
activities both in terms of biomechanics and metabolic cost
of the wearer. Moreover, only healthy subjects participated
in this work; improper flexion/extension torque delivery in
people affected by gait disorders could result in more insidious
consequences such as instability and loss of balance.
As in other studies implementing an event-based terrain
recognition [15], [16], the maximum delay in a transition
between two different modes was 100% (i.e., occurrence of
the next foot strike for the recognition of two consecutive
dynamic modes). In contrast to the sEMG-based interfaces
[10]–[12], our approach did not possess predictive capabilities
in the transitions between modes. In [38], the critical time of
the detection of a mode transition was identified as the instant,
in which the foot of the contralateral limb approaching the new
terrain left the ground at the toe-off moment. In our work, the
delay in the transition detection in the dynamical mode was
fixed and equal to one step. In other words, the transition will
be detected when the proceeding limb has already approached
the new terrain, but it will be valid for the subsequent step.
While such a lag in the recognition of the new mode can be
considered acceptable for healthy users of the powered APO,
this framework would not be valid for recognition using a
powered lower-limb prosthesis. Indeed, a powered prosthesis
should own predicting skills in order to promptly detect the
occurrence of a different terrain before the foot strike [38].
Implementation of this method on lower-limb prosthesis would
require, beyond identification of input signals different from
the hip joint angles measured by the robot encoders, the
anticipation of the recognition instant during the swing phase
of the proceeding limb.
D. Limitations of the study

C. Wrong detections and recognition delay
In the perspective of assisted locomotion-related activities,
the controller was asked to deliver a different torque profile at
the hip level whenever an error occurred in the recognition
of a dynamic task. Despite the discrepancy in the torque
delivery, the assistive torque profile’s shape was characterized
by two torque bursts: extension torque and flexion torque.
Reasonably, the cyclical behavior of the hip joint over the
gait cycle was invariant for the three different modes. Thus,

Despite the promising results, some limitations still have
to be pointed out. The main claim of the algorithm is the
robustness to inter-subject variability. The results from Subject#4, who is the tallest participant in our experiment, showed
higher failures in identifying his movement intentions possibly
because of the widespread variability of his CoP f sk in AS.
Even when adaptive strategies were adopted to match the
membership function for the hip kinematics, this action should
be intended as subject-specific, such that it would reduce the
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claim for subject independency.
The second main limitation is the need for a distributed
wearable sensory apparatus, which limits the self-containment
of the system. In this framework, the method of [26] remains
superior to ours. An integrated gyroscope allows to perform an
on-line LMR without the need of any other external sensory
apparatus, with the sensory information being acquired from
the device itself. The need for plantar pressure sensors is not
optimal for the user’s acceptability, but still fundamental for
preserving the achieved success rates. As an example, the
removal of the CoP f sk would result in a 32.9% success rate
of the AS task for Subject#4. The overall accuracy would
considerably decrease: under all tested conditions, 65.7%
over 6412 steps, 32.9% over 2016 steps, and 91.2% over
2016 would be correctly classified for GLW, AS, and DS,
respectively. Ensuring high success rate of the LMR method
would be fundamental for people with gait impairments for
whom a misclassification and delivery of torque related to a
different task, could lead to severe consequences such as loss
of stability or even falling. This criticality confirms the need
for the pressure sensitive insoles.
Despite the wide spectrum of investigated locomotionrelated activities, this study suffered from the absence of two
important locomotion modes from the classifier design i.e.,
up-hill and down-hill walking. The development of suitable
strategies for implementing the classification of slope walking
will be the object of future studies.
The validation was performed enrolling only healthy participants with a regular gait pattern. The algorithm could be prone
to failure in the presence of an altered biomechanics because of
pathological gait syndromes. Notably, the definition of subjectspecific, or more generally, impairment-specific membership
functions in the case of the pathologic gait will be the most
effective strategy to assist subjects according to individual
needs and specific gait parameters.
V. Conclusions
A major open issue in the field of wearable robotics is
the design of control architectures capable of decoding the
user’s intention in real-time and translating them in viable
assistive actions at the level of the actuated joints. This
work presented a novel method for the LMR of locomotionrelated activities of daily living and conducted a validation
using a fully autonomous APO in out-of-lab settings. The
LMR process combined kinematic information from the hip
joints with a robust subject-independent event-based fuzzy
logic approach driven by sensitive instrumented shoes. The
algorithm was capable of decoding locomotion-mode related
activities with high accuracy rate and acceptable delay without
the need for a subject-specific training. High performances
were also preserved in human-in-the-loop applications.
A few issues came forth after the experimental session. The
device, albeit very reliable in identifying the users’ intentions,
presented a slightly wrong recognition when dealing with
taller subjects. In this perspective, the integration of additional
sensors such as an IMU in the backpack of the device can
improve the reliability of the recognition method. Furthermore,

pathological gait was not considered for validation. Hence,
future works will be steered toward the improvement of the
robustness and test the architecture with people affected by gait
disorders to verify whether the performance for cooperative
robot-assisted locomotion-related activities is preserved.
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